SEAT AND REMOVE THE LOCATOR F-Tx® PROSTHESIS WITH ONE TOOL!

THE LOCATOR F-Tx SEATING AND REMOVAL TOOL:

VERSATILE: One Tool for BOTH seating and removal of the LOCATOR F-Tx prosthesis

PATIENT FRIENDLY: Quickly seat and remove the prosthesis during patient hygiene and maintenance visits

COST EFFECTIVE: Autoclavable for multipatient use
THE LOCATOR F-Tx® SEATING AND REMOVAL TOOL

QUICKLY SEAT AND REMOVE THE LOCATOR F-Tx PROSTHESIS

SIMPLE AND CONFIDENT SEATING

• The LOCATOR F-Tx Seating and Removal Tool has a specialized Seating Tip that allows for easy intraoral access and placement of the Tip over each Abutment location for quick seating.

• Simply activate the handle to deliver the necessary force to ensure Retention Balls are fully seated and the prosthesis is secure.

PATIENT FRIENDLY, QUICK REMOVAL

• The LOCATOR F-Tx Seating and Removal Tool saves valuable chair time during hygiene and maintenance visits increasing patient satisfaction and freeing up time for additional procedures.

• Simply loop the wire Removal Tip around the prosthesis and activate the handle to deliver the force required to disengage the Retention Balls from the Abutments.

ITEM NUMBER | PRODUCT DESCRIPTION                                                                 | PRICE  
-------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------
10100        | LOCATOR F-Tx Seating and Removal Tool (includes Tool, Seating Tip, Removal Tip with Threaded Adapter, Wire/Lever Wrench and Tip Wrench). | $239.00 |
10095        | LOCATOR F-Tx Seating Tip                                                             | $19.99 |
10096        | LOCATOR F-Tx Removal Tip with Threaded Adapter                                       | $99.99 |
10097        | LOCATOR F-Tx, Wire Replacement Part                                                 | $19.99 |
10098        | LOCATOR F-Tx, Threaded Adapter                                                      | $19.99 |
10099        | LOCATOR F-Tx Wire and Lever Wrench                                                  | $19.99 |
10094        | LOCATOR F-Tx Tip Wrench                                                             | $12.99 |